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For k a non-negative integer. let P,(n) denote the kth largest prime factor of n 
where P,,(n) = +co and if the number of prime factors of n is less than k, then 
P,(n) = 1. We shall study the asymptotic behavior of the sum Y’k(x,y; g) = 
z , <nGx,PkCn,Cy g(n), where g(n) is an arithmetic function satisfying certain general 
conditions regarding its behavior on primes. The special case where g(n) = p(n). the 
Mobius function. is discussed as an application. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k denote a non-negative integer and define P,(n) to be the kth largest 
prime factor of a positive integer n, subject to the conventions that 
P,,(n) = +CC and, if the total number of prime factors of n is less than k, 
P,(n) = 1. Knuth and Trabb Pardo [ 3] investigated the sum 
y/k(x’,x)= y 1 (1.1) 
1 <n<.v’ 
p,(n)<x 
for x, t > 1 and obtained the asymptotic estimate 
(1.2) 
where y is Euler’s constant and Z,(t) satisfies the differential difference 
equation given in (2.5) with t = 1. The constants implied by the use of the O- 
notation in this case depend on k and f. Further use will denote absolute 
constants unless otherwise indicated. 
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The purpose of this paper is to study the general sum 
where g is a multiplicative function satisfying some mild conditions. What 
we shall achieve is to replace this by means of a quantity H involving a 
continuous function given in terms of an integral, and estimate uniformly 
from above the error term that arises. In many instances involving 
applications of Yk(x, y; g), the function g is conveniently given so that we 
can extract the main term out of H by judicious use of integration by parts. 
This technique is illustrated in Section 5 by taking g(n) =p(n) and k = 1. 
Recently Alladi [ 1, 21 discussed this special case in detail and obtained 
quantitative estimates with interesting applications. Our technique applies 
also to the well-known case g E 1, k = 1 discussed by de Bruijn, and g = 1, 
k > 1 mentioned in (1.1) due to Knuth and Trabb Pardo. One should note, 
however, that in general the extraction of the principal terms from H does 
not follow from our method (and is, in fact, not known!) and this aspect may 
be worth pursuing further. 
We note that the methods of this paper apply equally well to estimate 
similar sums over integers whose k th smallest prime factor is greater than y. 
Such sums will be discussed in a subsequent article. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We shall let g denote an arithmetic function subject to the following con- 
ditions: 
I dP)l G k (2.1) 
for each prime p, where K is an absolute constant; 
where 7 is a complex constant and h(x) = O@(x)) for each x > 2, where p(x) 
is a non-negative, non-increasing function which, for convenience, satisfies 
the relation 
p(x) Q log-N x 
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for each positive integer N; 
i-1 
p<.r 
(1 + c / g(p’)l p? j = O(log”’ x) 
r= I 
where A is an absolute constant. 
For each x > 1, we shall write 
(2.3) 
and let Z,(t) denote a continuous function for t > 0 satisfying the conditions: 
tz;(t) = --z{Z,(f - 1) - Zk-i(t - l)] for t > 1, k> 1; 
z,(t) = 1, for 0 < t < 1, k > 1; and (2.5) 
Z,(C) = 0, for t < 0 or k = 0. 
The asymptotic behavior of Z,(t) as t + +co will be briefly discussed in 
Section 4. 
For convenience, we shall define a multiplicative squarefree function to be 
a multiplicative function that is zero at each integer divisible by a square 
prime. 
THEOREM 1. If g is a multiplicative squarefree or completel? 
multiplicative function satisfying (2. l), (2.2), and (2.3), then for each x, t > 1 
and k > 1 
Yk(x’, x; g) = S(x’; g) + j,’ xf-uS(xu; g) Z;(t - u) du 
xfh(x) (2.6) 
where pi(x) is a non-negative, non-increasing function such that p,(x) = 
O(log -N x) for each positive integer N and p(x) . logA x = O@,(x)). 
It should be noted that functions g satisfying the condition 
-y g(p) bP 
ii P 
=slogx+B+h(x) 
where t and B are constants and h(x) = O(log -“x) for each integer N as 
studied by Levin and Fainleib [4], satisfy condition (2.2) so that for k = 1 
Theorem 1 yields results equivalent to Theorem 3.2.2 of [4] with appropriate 
definitions. This is significant, first because it supports the results in [4], a 
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paper which has drawn many critical remarks regarding errors and incon- 
sistencies over the last few years, and secondly since our derivation is by a 
different, less complicated method, inspired by the approach of Knuth and 
Trabb Pardo [3]. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
To establish the proof of Theorem 1 we shall follow essentially the manner 
of Knuth and Trabb Pardo [3]. Namely, we shall establish in Lemma 1 an 
identity involving Yk(xf, x;g) of the Buchstab type; then in Lemma 2 
exchange the sum in the identity for an integral at the expense of a small 
error; and, finally, use a careful induction process to prove a theorem, 
Theorem 2, which will yield Theorem 1 as a corollary. 
LEMMA 1. If g is a squarefree multiplicative function, then for 1 < y < 
Y’GX 
Yk(X? Y’i g> - ul,(x¶YY; g) 
zz 
,<-&, dP> IK (+c;g) - ul,-, (;m) 1 (3-l) 
where E > 0 is a small real number. 
ProoJ We see that 
Y/((x, y’; g) - y/&Y; g> = 1 \- g(n) 
Y<P<Y’ 1<n<x 
P,(n)=P 
= \’ 
-I Y<P<Y 
, ,*g,, g(p ’ ml 
P,(rn)<P 
pk-l(m)>p 
which yields the right-hand side of (3.1) for small E > 0. For the case k = 1, 
we should remark that Y,,(x, y; g) = 0 with our convention PO(n) = +co. 
In Lemma 1, we assumed the arithmetic function g to be squarefree 
multiplicative. If we assume that g is completely multiplicative we get a 
similar result by an almost identical argument. 
LEMMA 1'. If g is completely multiplicative, then for 1 < y < y’ < x 
yk(x,Y’; g) - y/&Y; s> 
where E > 0 is a small real number. 
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Now we are ready to replace the sum on the right-hand side of either (3.1) 
or (3.2) with an integral. 
LEMMA 2. If g is squarefree multiplicative or completely multiplicative 
satisfying (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), then for x, t > 1 
(3.3) 
ProoJ We shall use the identities established in Lemmas 1 and 1’ and 
the following differences: 
and 
We see that by reversing the order of summation in the first term and the 
order of summation and integration in the second term of D,(x’, x; g), we get 
Using condition (2.2), then 
LIZ v - max(P,(n), x) . h(max(P,(n), x)) (3.4) 
I<“YX” 
P/((n)<xvn 
Condition (2.3) implies that 
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and 
( 00 
s I g(n)1 4 x n 1 + 7 1 g(p’>l p-r < x logA x. 
1GUG.X P,<X r:, 1 
Using these estimates in (3.4) we see that 
Dk(Xf, x; g) = 0 
( 
x’p(x) K- 
l(n<x” I g(n)1 n-1) + 0 (44x) ye, I m) 
= O(Px’p(x) logA x) 
= 0 (t”x’p,(x)>. 
Similarly, 
&(x’, x; g) = D&d, xi g) - 1 
X<P,<X 
, g(p) ‘\’ 
I< nE$?/, 
g(n). 
Pk(n) =P 
The sum on the right-hand side does not exceed 
s g’(P) v 
x<p<r * $n~xl,p2 I g(n)l 
which is empty for t < 2, and for t > 2 the sum is 
Q z g’(p) f logA $ 
X<P<Xl ( 1 
g’(p) ex’ log(x’-2) 1 7 
x<p<x’ P 
< Px’-& logA x 
for each 6 > 0 using condition (2.1). Hence 
D/Ad, xi g) = WX’P,(X)) 
and 
Q(x’, x; g) = O(tAxh(x)). 
Using these differences in Lemmas 1 and 1’ we get (3.3) to complete the 
proof of Lemma 2. 
We are now ready to state and prove Theorem 2 which, using Lemma 3, 
will yield Theorem 1 as a corollary. The proof will be by induction on k, and 
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for fixed k, by induction on [t]. In order for the error term to be independent 
of k and t, we must keep track of the error contribution from the estimate in 
Lemma 2 as we progress through the induction. For convenience, we define 
for k, n > 1, en,k satisfying the following recurrence relation: 
1 for k > n > 1 
e n.k = n for k=l,n>lork=n> 1 
e n-1.k + en--l,k-l + ’ for 1 < k < n. 
THEOREM 2. For every positive integer k > 1 and N > 1 with N < t < 
N + 1, if g satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, then 
Yk(x’, x; g) = S(x’; g) + i,; x’-‘S(x’; g) Z;(t - u) du 
+ 9(eN.kr4Xth(X))~ (3.5) 
Proof: First we shall derive (3.5) for k = 1 and 1 < t < 2. From 
Lemma 2, we know that 
yfl(X’, x; g) = S(x’; g) - t J: Y,(x’((“- ‘)‘“), x”Y g) e 
+ WX’PI (x)> 
since Y,,(x, y; g) = 0. Also since 1 < t < 2 
YY,(x 
f((U-1)/U) , x’lU; g) = qxfw- 1)/U); g). 
Thus the integral in (3.6) via a change of variable can be expressed as 
i 
f-l 
r 
0 
S(x”; g) & dv. 
ForO<v<l and l<t<2 
(3.6) 
and for 1 < v < 2 
z;(t-V)=-5(1-v)-’ 
z;(t - v) = 0, 
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hence using these facts together with e,,, = 1 we get (3.5) with k = 1 and 
l<t<2. 
We can also observe that for k > N, Lemma 2 trivially implies that 
Yk(Xf, x; g) = w; s) 
= S(x’; g) + 1; x’-U S(x’; g) Z;(t - u) du 
+ O(eN,,tAxh W 
To complete the induction for k = 1, we assume that for 1 ( n < N - 1 
andn<tSn+l 
Y,(x’, x; g) = S(x’; g) + j+Y(x’; g) Z;(t - u) du 
+ Wn,,tAxhW 
Thus we choose N < t < N + 1. Then by Lemma 2 
(3.7) 
Y,(x', ; g) = S(x$ g)- 5 j; s(xt((u-')'u'; g  e 
--z I 
I Yu,(x I((U- 1)/U) , x”? g) x ‘l” du 
2 
-y-- + o(t”x’p,(x)). (3.8) 
Using the induction hypothesis (3.7) we see that the second integral of 
(3.8) is 
t/U du --z 
I 
f ~(x’w-w); g) + 
1 
t U-l 
--t SI (x’~~)~-‘-~ S(x’uIu;g) Z;(u - 1 _ u) du X’/U 2 o u 
+o ;: 
( j 
n 
.:3 n-1 
en-,,,(u - 1)” x’P,(x”~) $) 
+ 0 (f eN-,,,(u - 1)” x~~,(x~‘~) -$). 
'N 
The error term of (3.9) is 
< eN-l,lxtpl(x) j: (u - l)A $ 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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The second integral of (3.9) can be written as 
t I 
--5 I i 
xtsluqxt((u-sllu); 
-2 -2 
g)Zi(s- 1)ds $ 
which with an interchange in the order of integration and a change of 
variable is 
-rj; Zi(s- 1) jt x’S(x’-“; g) * ds. 
s V 
Interchanging the order of integration again and evaluating the interior 
integral, we get 
I 
t --5 
2 
xus(x’-“; g) Z,(v - 1) $ + 7 j; x”s(x’-“;g) $ 
i 
t 
ZZ x”s(x’-u; g) Z;(v) dv + t 
2 .1 
t dv 
2 
x”s(xt--O; g) 7. 
Putting this in (3.9) together with the error (3.10) and the result in (3.8), we 
get 
Yy,(xf, x; g) = S(x’; g) - 5 j12 xUS(x’-“; g) t 
+ I’ x’S(x’-“;g) Z;(v) dv 
“2 
+ WdA-W-W. 
Using the definition of Z,(t), we see that this completes the proof of 
Theorem 2 for k = 1. 
We now assume that for k > 2 (fixed) and N > k that for each 1 < n < 
N--landn<t<n+l 
Y,(x’, x; g) = S(x’; g) + j; x’-‘S(x’; g) Z;(t - u) du 
+ W,,dAxh(x))~ (3.11) 
As before we choose N < t <N + 1 and immediately see, using Lemma 2, 
that 
Y/((xL3 xi g) 
xtiu du = s(xt; g) _ TI,;+ 1 { yk(xf((u-l)/u), xl’u; g)- Yk&,(xt((u--I)‘u), XT g)} 7 
+ O(tAxtp,(x)). (3.12) 
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Using the induction hypothesis (3.11) on the integral in (3.12) we get as a 
leading term 
-r I I 
:,, :’ (x’/u)u-l-L’ cqx’ul”;g) 
xfiu du 
x {Z;(u - I - v) - ZLpl(u - 1 -v)} du u (3.13) 
and an error term that is at most 
< ;: 
n=7;+2 i I-, (en-,., + en-l,k-l)(u - 1)” x~P~(x”~> -$ 
+ j’ (eN-,,k + eN-,,k-l)(u - 1)” x’P,(x”~) $ 
N 
@ ceN-l.k + eN--l,k--l) c”xf~l(x>~ 
The integral in (3.13) can be written as 
I 
--e 
I I 
I4 (xf/u)s qxf((u-s)Iu); g) 
k+l ktl 
x(z;(s-I)-Z;e,(s-I)}ds$ 
which with a change of variable and order of integration is 
-r f, 1 xL’S(x’? g) j” 
k+l 
{Z;(s- 1)-Z;-,@- l)]ds $ 
= x”S(x’-‘;g) -5 (Z,(v- l)-Zk-,(v- 1)) 
I 
=I 
f 
xUS(xf-“; g) Z;(v) dv. 
k-t1 
Putting (3.15) and (3.14) in (3.12) we get 
Yk(xf, x; g) = S(x’; g) + j;, I x”S(x’-“; g) Z;(u) dv 
+ O(h-l,k + eN-l,k-l + ‘1 tAXfh(X)) 
= S(x'; g) + j' x f-“s(xu; g) Z;(t - u) du 
(3.14) 
+ o(eN,ktAx’&(x)) 
to complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
641/17/3-6 
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We can complete the proof of Theorem 1 using Theorem 2 provided we 
know something about the size of eN,k. This is accomplished in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For all k > 1 and N > 1 
eN,k < N’((k - I)!)-‘. (3.16) 
Proof: For k > N, (3.16) is trivial since eN,k = 1. Similarly eN , = 
e N,N = N, so (3.16) easily follows. 
If we assume that for N > 1 that for each n ( N and 1 < k <N 
en,k < nk((k - l)!))’ (3.17) 
and consider for 1 < k < N, then by definition 
eN,k<eN-l.k + eN-l.k-L + l. 
The induction hypothesis implies then 
eN,,< (N- l)k ((k - I)!)-’ + (N- l)kP’ ((k - 2)!)-’ + 1. (3.18) 
The right-hand side of (3.18) can be written as 
Nk((k- l)!)-’ 1 (igik+$ (!$)k-’ 
+$((k- l)!-(N- l)k-‘)j 
and since (k - l)! - (N - l)k-’ < 0, we see that 
eNqk < Nk((k - l)!))’ i(y)k+;(y)k-‘i 
k-l 
<Nk((k- l)!)-’ y+; 
= Nk((k - l)!)-’ 
to complete the induction to prove (3.16). 
Theorem 1 immediately follows from Theorem 2 since for N < t < N + 1, 
k A+k 
eN,ktAx’&(x> < (ky l)! f”xfh(x) < (kfp l)! X’P,(X>. 
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4. THE BEHAVIOR OF Z,(t) AS t + +a, 
Recall that Z,(t) is continuous for t > 0 and satisfies the following con- 
ditions: 
tz;(t) = -r(Z,(t - 1) - Zk-*(t - 1)) for t> 1, k>l; 
z,(t) = 1 for 0 <t< 1, k> 1, (4.1) 
Z,(t) = 0 for t < 0 or k = 0. 
It is well known that for k = 1 and r an integer 
Z,(t)=PJt)+ O(e-“Og’+O(f)) (4.2) 
as t -+ +co, where P,(t) = 0 if t is positive and P,(t) is a polynomial of 
degree -r if r is negative (e.g., see Levin and Fainleib [4, Section 11). 
Using arguments similar to those of Sections 5 and 6 of Knuth and Trabb 
Pardo [3 ] it is possible to derive the following identity: 
Zk+ I(t) = Z,(t) + dklS,(t) - Sk- ,@)I (4.3) 
where 
(4.4) 
and using this identity one can derive the asymptotic behavior of Z,(t) as 
t --f + co in terms of the asymptotic behavior of Z,(t) as t + + co. For 
purposes of this discussion we will only state that the following estimates can 
be derived. Their actual derivation will be the theme of a paper at a later 
time. 
If 5 is a positive integer: 
Z,(t) = O(e-““g’+o(‘)), 
Z,(t) = 5 a,t-” + O(t-‘-‘) 
o<n<r 
for arbitrary r, where for each n, a,, is an absolute constant, and for k > 3 
“@) = 
a,(log t)k-2 
(k _ 2)! t 
+. (“““:‘“‘)* 
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If 5 is a negative integer: 
Z,(t) = P,(t) + O(e-f'og'+o'f'), 
Z,(t) = (1 + log t)P,(t) + \’ 
O<X<r 
a,t-” $ O(tC-‘), 
andfor k> 3 
z (c)r k 
(’ +10gr)k-2PT(t) +q(logt)k-2t-~4j 
(k - 2)! 
where P,(t) is a polynomial of degree --f. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
For an actual application of Theorem 1 we shall choose g(n) =,u(n), the 
well-known Mobius function. Then it is easily seen that r = -1 and the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied. In particular, 
~‘~(x’,x;p)=j; x’-“S(x”;p)Z;(t-u)du 
where 
WPU) = K- p(n), 
lc2, 
pi(x) = epcC, 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
and Z,(t) satisfies (4.1) with r = -1, since 
S(x’; ,a) -=s x’p,(x>. (5.4) 
Now we choose N to be a positive integer and let E > 0 ‘be so small that 
the interval (t - a, t) does not contain any discontinuities of Zjj’v’“(u). The 
discontinuities of ZiN”+ I) (u) are the points where Zp+ ‘j(u), 0 < n < N - I, 
might not be differentiable so that Z;(u) is N-times differentiable on the 
interval (t - E, t). Also, since ZiN”+ ‘) (u) has only right-hand discontinuities, E 
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must be small enough so that t - E is not a discontinuity of ZiNt ‘l(u). Thus, 
Z~“)(U) is continuous on [t - E, t], hence for 0 < u ( E 
z;(t - u)= 
“q’ (-1)” - 
,yo n! 
z:” + l’(t) . u” + O(UN ) ziN+ yt - E ,)I) (5.5) 
for some E,, 0 < cl < E. 
Therefore 
I 
E 
xt-“s(xu;p) z;(t - u) du 
0 
= N+’ C-1)” 
Iii* 
- zp+ l’(t) I,’ x’-“u” * S(xU;p) du n! 
+ 0, lziN+” r-U~N 1 S(x’; ,u)l du . 
i 
(5.6) 
Now we shall write 
qx; ,uu> = xR(x; P) (5.7) 
where 
The sum in (5.6) then becomes 
which with an appropriate change of variable is 
x’ N+’ (-1)” zjm+w 
I IE R(v.p)(log v)”& - n! (logx)“+’ 1 ’ (5.8) n=o V’ 
Now 
xt “+’ C-1)” zJ:+w 
r-i I 
+* R(v.p)(logv)” fg 
II=0 n! (16gx)“+’ XE ’ V 
= 0, 
( 
xt Sj’” JR(v;p)( ““) 
XE V 
EON x’-E--...-- 
( 
I z;wl 
log x ) 
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and, thus, (5.8) can be written as 
x, yT' C-1)" z~+Y4 
,co n! i 
-+= R(v.p)(,og v)" $/ 
(logx)“+’ ‘1 
> 
c 
$0 x1-& 
c 
I Gst>l 
N log* 1 
Also, 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
The error term in (5.6) can be expressed as 
0, c xl 1zj;y+” = 0,(x’ I zp+ I) (t - El)1 . (log x>-“-I). 
Hence, putting (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11) in (5.1) we see that 
(5.11) 
Y/p, x; P) 
N-’ (-1)” zrtlv) =xf x- - 2 
+m R(v.p)(log v)” fg 
3 
?I=0 I n! (logx)“+’ * V 
tk+ 1 
(k - l)! pl(x) + 
IZ liv+w - %)I + IW>l 
(log xy+ ’ XE log x 
+ &(l + Izk(t>l) 
XE 
In particular, for the case where k = 1, since 
Z,(r) = a,t + a, + O(e-“Og’+O(f’) 
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as t + +a~ and since 
and 
I 
+CO 
1 
R(u;p) logu $=-I, 
we have: 
for all t > 1 outside the interval (2 - E, 2) 
YI(X’, x; $u) = x’.q(t)(log x>-* 
+ 0,(x’(t2p,(x) + eCriog’+‘(~) . (logx)-3}) (5.13) 
where Z,(t) is continuous for t > 0 satisfying the conditions: 
tZi(t) = Z,(t - 1) for t> 1 
Z,(t) = 1 for O<t<l. 
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